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Key Takeaways
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● The closure of bars and restaurants across the nation has lead to an increase in off-premise alcohol sales

● Alcohol delivery has become wildly popular as consumers have limited shopping excursions amid quarantine and 
shelter-in-place orders

● States with more stringent regulations have temporarily eased rules to allow restaurants and other establishments to 
offer carry-out and delivery alcoholic beverages

● Public health experts have cautioned against heavy drinking during the pandemic due to immune system effects, but 
Americans are both buying and consuming more alcohol at this time

● The emergence of quarantine activities like ‘virtual happy hours’ and DIY cocktail crafting have helped spur demand

● While liquor stores have benefited during this period, alcoholic beverage producers are skeptical that gains from 
increased at-home drinking will outweigh the impact from bar and restaurant closures

● Some liquor stores have quickly ramped up their digital efforts in the face of in-store restrictions



Interest in alcohol delivery of all kinds has increased significantly since the beginning of quarantine, 
hitting a peak at the end of March and beginning of April.
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Search traffic for alcohol and grocery related terms had increased year over year in the United States, 
with this trend significantly magnified from March 2020 onward by the COVID-19 outbreak.
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Threats to Alcohol Retailing Market
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● Despite relaxed laws regarding marketing and shipment of alcohol compared to pre COVID-19, differences in 
legislation state by state make it challenging for online brands to tap into new demand.
 

● Alcohol production is vulnerable to the pandemic, with Grupo Modelo (the producer of Corona) being forced to 
suspend operations last month in Mexico

● The postponement and cancellation of industry conferences, including The Beverage Forum and SupplySide East, 
may cause sourcing issues down the road, especially for smaller producers

● As a recession looms, consumers may shift their alcohol spending towards essentials like groceries, leading to a 
decline in sales in the coming months

● While sales for cheaper beer such as Budweiser are expected to remain strong, the craft beer industry will likely take a 
massive hit, as about 70% of sales come from taprooms and bars

● Ethanol plants have closed for safety, leading to a shortage of the carbon dioxide used to carbonate beverages like 
beer and hard seltzer

● As states slowly reopen, demand for alcoholic beverages may shift from delivery apps back to bars and restaurants, 
causing a decline in delivery transactions



Opportunities for Growth
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● Both online-ready liquor stores and delivery apps are seeing immense popularity, as online alcohol sales shot up 243% 
in the third week of March

● Ready-to-drink cocktail sales have been significantly boosted as consumers experiment with new products and look for 
convenience and value

● Despite recent trends geared towards drinking less alcohol, Americans are showing increased interest in a variety of 
libations

● While sales may decline in coming months due to a recession, alcohol is still a popular commodity as people drink 
during good and bad times

● Temporary regulations surrounding alcohol delivery from both platforms and restaurants may lead to permanent 
changes throughout the country, allowing businesses to operate at a larger scale after the pandemic

● SME alcohol businesses that previously relied on physical retail and resell are quickly moving to an online D2C model 
with regional and national shipping capabilities

● As larger online grocers struggle to meet the surge in demand it represent an opportunity for smaller players to 
effectively acquire new customers.



How are brands and retailers reacting to COVID-19?
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● Alcohol retailers have introduced new promotions and deals, such as 
free shipping and 10% off all orders, to draw new customers to their 
platforms

● Numerous distilleries, breweries, and more have pivoted to producing 
hand sanitizer to supply to hospitals in dire need of the disinfectant

● Budweiser has shifted its sports and entertainment budgets into a 
donation for the American Red Cross, while partnering with sports 
partners to turn stadiums into blood donation centers

● Brands are encouraged to help foster social experiences despite social 
distancing regulations. Partnerships with influencers and platforms can 
allow alcohol brands to be a part of these new social moments in a 
natural way
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